INTRODUCTION
There have been several research studies dealing with state assignment problem for low power [11, 4, 14, 18, 16] . Most of these state assignments target a reduction in average switching per transition (or average Hamming distance between states). This reduction in Hamming distance often results in lower power, but usually at a cost of additional area. Some (Olson and Kang [10] , and Benini and De Micheli [1] ) of them incorporate objective functions involving both area and switching (power). However these efforts have been limited to redefining an objective function to be a linear combination of area and power based objective functions with the user choosing a relative weight for the area and power optimization. This paper develops a state assignment approach which is a variant of MUSTANG's [2] area optimization weights to incorporate switching activity. MUSTANG attempts to increase the number and size of shared cubes in the resulting multi-level implementation. It does not take into account the switching activity and expected fanout A. TYAGI of the shared cube. The weights in our method try to maximize the expected fanout and the switching activity of shared cubes. Tsui et al. [14] also had a similar objective with a different approach.
The objective function in MUSTANG is the minimization of over all edges (hijwid) SO [4] have independently used bipartitioning on the state transition graph with edges labeled by the steady-state transition probabilities. We recursively bipartition the complete weighted graph generated by fanin, fanout or fanin-fanout based weights. The bipartitioning is applied to an equivalent graph whose vertices are the cliques generated by the weight-assignment algorithm (appropriately preprocessed). This Figure 2 is labeled by its steady-state probability p(si). The steady-state probability of a transition (si, sj) is denoted by p(si, sj) which is the product p(si)q(si, sj). The number not in parenthesis labeling each transition in Figure 2 is p(si, sj). For a detailed discussion of these concepts and of methods for computing these probabilities, the reader is referred to [17, 9, 5] [2] in this discussion. MUSTANG [2] and JEDI [8] build a complete graph from the state machine M, G (V, E, w) with w(si, sj) providing a weight to each edge (si, sj) for si, sjE V. Note that V= Q, the set of states of M and (Si, Sj) 6 represents a transition from state s to sy. Since G is a complete graph, E V V. Figure 4 shows a complete weighted graph derived from bbtzas.
These FIFO weights were computed using Eqs. (5) and (7) presented later. We summarize MUS-TANG's weight computation for area optimization in the next section. This is followed by energy modeling weight computation. be the switching probability of state bit si,tq for <_ q < .I n particular (ignoring routing capacitances), based on a constant fanin (binary) and tree, where d is the number of levels in the tree and r is the number of terms at each level: E(CCid)
. This is illustrated in Figure 6 .
Note, however, that the state code bit probabilities, p(sij,tq) for _< q _< r, are not known a priori.
We would be conservative and estimate a lower bound on E(CCid). The factor with the minimum probability in the expression for E(CCid) is p(Sij,ll)P(Sij,12 
This form is still not applicable in our framework as the size of the common cube or log N-h(c(si), c(sj)) (t' in this case) is not known a priori. In fact, as for the area case, we would like to estimate change in energy for every unit of change in h(c(si),c(sj)). Let E(si, s,t') be the energy of computing a common-cube of size <_ t'<_ log N between state encodings of si and s. Let h(c(s), c(s))-t-log N-t'. We wish to estimate A E(si, sj, t') E(si, sj, t' / 1) E(si, sy, t') which is the resulting energy gain for Ah(c(si),c(sj))-1. In other words, a change in codes for si /E(si, Sj, log N-h(c(si), c(sj))) units higher. By Eq.
(1), we get: (or unit change in h(c(si),c(sj))) in the size of common cube as (which also is w(si, sj) in our formulation):
The preceding value for w(si, s) assumes that the size of the common cube between si and sj is log N/ 2 literals. The total number of literals in the common cubes over all distinct state pairs then is (N2/2) (log N/2). We will multiply this number by the probability of benefitting from the common cube (-] (OPi,k -Jr-OPj,k) q--kN=l (SPi,k qt_ SPj,k)* log N/2) to get an estimate of t'. With this modification: 
The weights then are given by: .si,sj E v(W(Si, sj) * h(c(si), c(sj))).
The first of these steps, steady-state probability computation is fairly standard [9, 17] . We describe the other three steps in detail in the following subsections.
Weight Computation
The weight computation follows the description in scheme for the best set of resulting weighted cliques seems to be a hard problem (potentially NP-complete). This is where the inaccuracy in this heuristic comes from.
Pruning Weighted Cliques
The set of potential weighted cliques for bbtas from Figure 10 is {C2-{stO, stl,st5}, C3-{st0, st2}, C5 {st2, st3}, C 6 {st3, st4}, C 7 {st4, st5}, C8-{stO, stl,st2, st3, st4, st5}, Clo--{stl,st2, st3, st4, st5}, C12--{stO, stl}, C14-{stl,st3}, C17 {stO, st5}. They are labeled by their row number in Figure 10 , i.e., set Ci is in ith row of Figure 10 .
We have eliminated duplicate sets and singletons. Not all of these sets are weighted cliques. Let us prune this set to include only the weighted cliques. We need to determine avg_weight(G) for the weighted graph in Figure 4 . The weights in Figure 4 [17] and [4] . The objective function minimized in the state assignments of [17] and [4] Figure 12 . Note that the weights w can either be affinity weights as described in Section 3 or could be steady-state transition probabilities p(si, sj) depending on the objective function. Procedure assign_codes assigns state codes to c(si) c g N(si)'' "c2(si)c(si) where c g c g N(Si) is the most significant bit of the code for si. It calls a recursive procedure assign_state_bit that assigns to the tth bit of c(si) for all si. We use a variant of Kernighan-Lin mincut heuristic [6] for bipartitioning a given set of vertices V with cost matrix w in procedure bipartition. The procedure The recursion in assign_state_bit goes through log N depth for an N state FSM. We illustrate bipartitioning based state assignment for bbtas in Figure 13 . Note that the values for w are as given in Figure 4 . At the top level in recursion, V={stO, stl,st2,st3,st4,st5} is partitioned into A {stO, stl,st2} and B= {st3,st4,st5}. One can verify that it is a mincut. Set A(B) is assigned a 0 (1) for the most significant state code bit. The state codes at the leaf nodes of the recursion can be read as the labeling from the root, e.g., c(st1) 010.
Clique Bipartitioning
The state assignment algorithm in Figure 12 can be adapted to use the additional information about the weighted cliques in the weighted graph G--(V, E, w). In the process, one hopes that the result of the bipartitioning heuristic would improve. The first step is to build a clique weighted graph
Gc-(C, Ec, Wc) from G(V, E, W ) whose vertices represent the cliques from the set C provided by the clique computation in Figure 11 . For instance, for bbtas we computed C= {C8-{st0}, C14
{stl}, C5 {st2}, C 6 {st3, st4}, C 7 {st5}}. Ec represents a complete graph, i.e., Ec=C C. Figure 15 gives the state assignment algorithm based on bipartitioning of clique graph
Gc:(C, Ec, wc). Procedure clique_assign_codes checks to see if the clique cover C has only one clique in it, i.e., all the N states got clustered into a single clique by the clique computation phase. In this case, we resort to the state bipartitioning procedure assign_codes of Figure 12 . Otherwise, the procedure assign_clique_bit is invoked. The set V is the set of all states to be assigned codes and set C is the clique cover of V, either disjoint or overlapping. Tyagi [15] shows that when n bit of information is expanded into rn > n bits, the average switching is reduced to (n/2 log(2m/n)). For three of the benchmark circuits, a larger number of latches resulted surprisingly in lower area and lower power than the minimal number of latches case. However, in most of the cases, these experiments did not yield competitive results.
All of the experimental cases in Table I were tested on 29 of the MCNC logic synthesis '93 benchmarks. Before we look at the area and power numbers for these experiments, let us look at the distribution of cliques in the disjoint and overlapping cliques cases. This is given in Our comparisons are based on the area and power (5V and 20MHz assumption) numbers from SIS.
For the steady state probability computation, we assumed the 1-probability of all primary input bits to be 0.5. Second and third columns in Table III 
